Walk B6
Binsted, Home Hanger and River Hill Farm

Start at Binsted Recreation Ground (parking for several cars)
Turn left and walk along pavement
Turn left off the road (opposite small lane on right) and take path which heads due
north across the fields
Turn right at the first finger post and follow path, heading in an easterly direction,
which crosses a large arable field. Turn left and then right again when you meet a
path crossing at right angles. The path continues across the fields, dipping and then
climbing gently. Look out for Telegraph House on the right hand side
Turn right at the waymark alongside a kissing gate at the north end of Home Hanger
Follow path along the headland with views over Blacknest and continue along the
path when it bears southerly towards River Hill Farm
Follow path as it leaves the headland and bears left into River Hill Farm
Join a paved track, pass the stables on your right and go through a wooden gateway
and descend several steep steps to the Binsted-Blacknest road [1]
Cross the road and take the track which leaves the road slightly to the left of the
point you have emerged from the steps
Follow path along the fence line and turn right (still following the fence) at the corner
of the field
Cross a dilapidated stile [2] and follow a winding narrow path with a fence on the
right
The path emerges at the edge of a field where you turn left at a finger post
Soon turn right at another finger post and follow the path which takes you to
Wheatley Lane
Turn left and very soon leave the lane on a path along the bank, then turn right at a
finger post to cross the field
** At the next finger post turn right and follow field path which later becomes a green
lane and emerges on the Binsted road
Turn left and follow pavement into village

Turn righ at the pub back to the parking area.
**As an alternative, turn left at this point, follow path to track and then follow route of
B2 back to start

Risk assessment and general comments
This walk has one stile and some steep steps. There are some pleasant views
through the trees of the hanger.
[1] Steep steps and some possible mud but steps have wooden risers
[2] At the time of recce (2/13) this stile was extremely awkward to use
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